Jan 06/2003

10 am Meeting Re - Digby Neck - Query
- Participants - Jim Rees, Phil Zarrara, Bill Cantle, Dave Macdonald, Chris Daly, NSOE, Helen, Paul W. Tucker, Dave Bevan (Environment), Barry Jeffries, Louie

Global Query Project (Name Stone)
370 acre area leased
- In early 2002 - Granted a Permit for a 4 Location query - close to the water front
- Company needs now to justify a marine terminal
- Still struggling with design & terminal
- Have completed design now - just not submitted to NRP yet (they were advised to discuss before submitting) ??
- Perhaps a Joint Application with Proven Fields
- Want advice as to make a joint application or what next

Jim Rees - stated already take a lot of time for companies
- Company looking for source of their own rock - need a supply for 5 yrs. Leads 15 vs mile
- Data - 335 vs/ton

Like to load a ship within 8-10 hrs - Sea 2 million Ton/yr.
The ship is similar to Spirit Lion - approx 650 feet long, 45,000 T tonnage capacity.

- No major filter or latest press
- See 3 dolphins supported on pipe piles

- New Slippery Lane received final approval? Why believe all signed
- canoe round closer to the quay than the old lane
- Someone to Ship Leader at Sydney (International Site)

200m x 120m (minimum)
Net tide contaminated (able to land at any time)

Jim Ross - Requirement for a Campus Study - scene to be more of a possibility now
- Tragedy size of Marina Terminal itself
- Possibility of Project Splitting (Marina & Quay)

Bill Cuddy - Possible target: NDR, Port, Expansions
- Dredge & Rehabilitation (Fishing Capacity)

Star Quay > 1 Million Tons/yr
Main Terminal > 40 Tons passing
Timing becomes an issue in regards to process - changes being made to CEPA in effect in the fall of 2003.
A Camp Study under this is required to determine if a Camp Study on Panel Review - the Minster must make decision at beginning of the Project.

Bill - we require a project description before RDI can be determined - this is needed before we can initiate anything.

Camp Studies - Due 40-50 average time line is 18 months - Under the renewed process there is a requirement for a Workplan - start time is knowing who the players are.

ECs Expect "huh, in site (perhaps contact them for advice)

Action - Submit Application to NWP.